Zipcode is a message passing system that was initially designed for multicomputers and homogeneous networks of computers. This paper describes Zipcode ((invoices, " which raise the message-passing interface of Zipcode to a higher level of abstraction. The "gather-send" and "receive-scatter" semantics enable heterogeneous communication. The higher level of abstraction also simplifies message passing and reveals more Optimizations. W e explain the utility of these features and give examples of the calling sequences that implement them. All of these features are seen as enablers for parallel library development and large applications.
Introduction To Zipcode
Zipcode is a message-passing system designed and developed originally by Anthony Skjellum, beginning at Caltech in July, 1988 and continuing to-date [4, 5, 6 , 31. It was created to address issues and provide features absent in then-existing message-passing systems, many of these feature have been included in MPI [2]. Zipcode continues to serve as a vehicle to demonstrate high-level message-passing research concepts. Central to the development of Zipcode is the view that message-passing is an effective way to program multicomputers and distributed computers.
The primary design goal of Zipcode is to manage message-passing within parallel applications and libraries.
Communication contexts partition the 
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message-passing space into distinct spaces to provide "safe" environments for message-passing. Messages in a given context are guaranteed not to interfere with those in another context. This enables the development of large applications and libraries without fear of message interference between applications and libraries. Collective operations are implemented based on communication contexts rather than being global in scope, as is the case with most existing systems. In addition, Zipcode provides virtual topologies, which enable the construction of user-specified message-passing notations. These notations can be designed to reflect the algorithms and data organization of the application rather than having the application map to a single message-passing notation. For example, Zipcode includes support for logical process grids of one, two and three dimensions. Virtual topologies facilitate manageable application development. For actual message passing operations, the highlevel notation ( e.g., pack-and-send-style operations) explained here provide a means for the user to incorporate information through which the Zipcode library may make optimizations. Abstraction is therefore seen as a means to portable performance. Higher-level notation is also seen as a means towards more understandable, easier-to-develop (and maintain) explicitly cloncurrent programs. This high-level mechanism is part of a recent trend in our improvement to the system. Originally, users managed their own letters, including the format of data within the letter. Now, the preferred form of Zipcode programming totally hides letter formatting from the user. As such, it is also capable of encapsulating heterogeneity. This highly desirable feature makes it possible for correctly written Zipcode programs to move to a heterogeneous environment. The work described here was finished before the 0-8186-4980-lJ94 $3.00 Q 1994 IEEE MPI standardization process was heavily active. As such is it represents a usable system for the development of software today. The authors fully support the MPI standardization effort and will be moving to this standard. When MPI becomes pervasive, Zipcode will become less important as a direct tool to achieve performance on real multicomputers, but will continue to provide a vehicle for testing advanced concepts in message passing, as it has successfully done over the past five years. For reasons of development latency (MPI is very large, and vendors have limited resources), we will continue to actively develop, distribute, and support Zipcode, for the next one to two years, and perhaps longer.
Heterogeneity
The move towards higher speed networks and faster workstations has focused large amounts of attention on grouping workstations and super-computers together to form distributed multicomputers. We were eager to be able to take advantage of these developments, however, Zipcode did not include support for heterogeneous machines. Zipcode was based on the traditional "buffered" message passing semantics where a user allocates a buffer and then fills in the buffer for sending. These primitive semantics were expanded by systems (like PVM [l] ) to hide any knowledge of the communications buffer from the user. Instead the message-passing interface focused on what user-space variables were to be communicated. This enables "type" information to be easily passed to the message-passing system in order to facilitate any dataconversion that must be done. Data-conversion includes such issues as byte-order and size differences between processes.
In Zipcode we developed the concept of "invoices" to achieve this abstraction. Invoices are based on an analogy with an invoice (packing slip) that is commonly include when shipping a package. An invoice indicates the variables a user wishes to communicate and thus eliminates user control over communication buffers. Invoices will be described more thoroughly in the next section.
In order to enable data-conversion, a design decision must be made as to which processes are responsible for doing the actual conversion, if needed. In Zipcode we did not enable user control of this feature. It was felt that allowing user-control would encourage the writing of non-portable code (e.g. moving the code from one group of workstations to another). Zipcode If machine 2 sends a message to machine 1 in context 1, machine 2 has the responsibility to convert the outgoing message to context 1 storage (storage type A). Similarly, if machine 2 is sending a message to machine 1 in context 2, machine 1 is responsible for converting from the storage representation for context 2 (type B storage).
When the initial grouping of machines is done, Zipcode can attempt to group machines with the same storage representations together thereby reducing the number of conversions that need to be done. Contexts provide a natural and convenient way for users to convey information about which processes will be working together in an algorithm. Currently Zipcode does not fully support the heterogeneous model described.
Invoices
As indicated previously, invoices are Zipcodes way of having the user specify the variables that they wish to communicate. This higher-level interface enables several things to happen. First, the message-passing interface becomes easier to use. The user no longer has to perform the simple task of data motion from user variables to communication buffers. On systems that have native support for gather-scatter semantics, invoices provide a simple interface to take advantage of this feature. Second, as was described in the previous section, heterogeneity is enable since Zipcode is informed of the types of items that are being communicated. The last feature that invoices enable is "optimization hiding". This feature will be discussed later. This section describes the primitives which are used to control invoices and how to use them.
Invoice Creation
Invoice creation is the most difficult part of their use. The actual communication primitives are very similar to the buffered approach. Part of the difficulty of invoice construction arises from the many options that were included. While a simpler interface is possible we wanted to develop a system which was flexible enough to enable efficient implementations on existing and future platforms. The implementation that was developed was for proof-of-principle and as such is layered on top of existing Zipcode constructs. This approach, while allowing for quick development, is not the most efficient way to implement the primitives and does not take advantage of any hardware specific feai tures on any of the platforms currently supported by Zipcode.
The zipmewinvoice( call creates new invoices:
int zip-new-invoice(Zip,Invoice **inv, const char *format , va-list ap) ; zipnewinvoice (1 constructs an invoice (inv), while taking a variable number of arguments, starting with a format string (format) similar to the commonly used printf ( > strings. The format string contains one or more conversion specifications. A conversion specification is introduced by a percent sign ('%') and is followed by A positive integer indicating the length (number of items to convert), or a '*' or '&' indicating argument-list specification of an integer expression or address (see below). If no integer is specified the default is one item.
An optional stride factor indicated by a '.' followed by a positive integer indicating the stride; optionally a '*' or '&I may be specified, signifying argument-list specification of an integer expression or address (e below). If no stride is specified the default is one.
An optional '-I character indicating that the indicated space is to be reserved but not packed (ignore-space option).
An optional 'a' character indicating that the variable is overlaid (see below).
A character specifying an internal type or a string indicating a user type.
For both the length or stride, '*' or '&' can replace the hard-coded integer in the format string. If '*' is used, then the next argument on the argument list is used as an integer expression specifying the length (or stride). '*I allows the size of an invoice item (or stride) to be specified at invoice construction time. Both the length or stride factor can be indirected by using '&' instead of an integer. The '&I indicates that a pointer to an integer follows on the argument list, this integer will be examined for the length (or stride) when the invoice is used. When '&' is used, the length (or stride) is not evaluated immediately, but is deferred until the actual packing of the data occurs. '&'-indirection consequently allows variablesize invoices to be constructed at runtime; we call this feature deferred sizing. Note that one must be cautious of the scope of C variables when using '&'. For example, it is improper to create an invoice in a subroutine that has a local variable as a stride factor and then attempt to pass this invoice out and use it elsewhere, since the stride factor points at a variable that no longer is in scope.
The The example above demonstrates the use of the overlaid feature. In this case the array i is overlaid. Figure 2 indicates what would happen if this invoice were used in a receive operation on a system that used contiguous communications buffers. The values for array d would be copied from the communications buffer. The pointer for array i would be directed towards the communications buffer to avoid a copy.
User-defined Types
User-defined types may be added to the s y s tem to ease the packing of complicated data structures.
A new type is registered with the zipiegisterinvoice-type0 function. This call has the form: where name is the name to be used in the conversion specification in a zipnewinvoice() call. The functions are user-defined functions called by Zipcode to perform data motion to/from a communications buffer, where in() converts from a buffer to a local structure, out() converts from a local structure to a buffer, align0 returns the number of bytes needed to properly align the new type, sizeof (1 returns the size (in bytes) of the structure, newin() creates a new structure based on a buffer and new-out ( ) creates new structure overlaid on a buffer.
The following is a sample implementation for a simple matrix structure. The out-matrix() function copies from a structure to a flat buffer space. The function calls invoked are the data-conversion functions associated with the context specified in the mlr structure. zip-new-invoice (Linvoic e , "%@matrix" ,
Omat-ptr) ;
When a type is no longer needed it can be unregistered with zip-unregister,invoice-type(char *name) ; to free any storage that was allocated for that type.
Registered types have a special operator '(*)I that can be applied to them. This enables passing of information to the conversion operations. These are received through the extra parameter (see the out slatrix0 example given above). The information could be use to specify that a submatrix is to be communicated: The creator of the new invoice type is responsible for defining the meaning of any extra arguments that are needed for that type.
Zip
To delete an existing invoice when there is no more need for it use zipfreeinvoice() : The overlay operator requires that Zipcode control the allocation and deallocation of space for overlaid variables. zip-create0 signals that the user is ready to use the overlaid variables in a specific invoice and is used before sending an invoice. Following a call to zip-create() the user can access overlaid variables. Once the invoice is sent the user is not allowed to touch the overlaid variables. On the receiving side, a user can access overlaid variables when an invoice has been received. After the user is done using the overlaid variables they must signal that they are finished with the zip-clear() command. Once zip-clear() has been invoked on an invoice, it is illegal to access any overlaid variables in that invoice. zip-creat e ( ) and zip-clear() are not needed for invoices that do not contain overlaid variables. The following code sample shows the use of a overlaid variables; it performs the same communication as the previous example. Note that zip-create0 requires a mailer in order to determine any data-conversion requirements. Also note that access to the overlaid variables only occurs between zip-create() and glpacksend() on sending and between glpackiecv( and zip-clear() on receiving. 
ZIP-HAILER

Pack and Unpack Primitives
Several operations are provide to unpack a buffer directly. These are used in defining user-defined collective operations. In addition these operations provide some capabilities that are not present in packand-send type operations. Using these operations and the buffered Zipcode primitives, it is possible to pack/unpack a variable based on a type flag in the message itself. For example, an application might want to receive a message containing either shorts or integers. By passing the type in the message, one invoice could unpack the type (short or integer) and another invoice could extract the appropriate data. The skip space option in invoice construction can be used to facilitate this type of operation. However, this feature disallows some of optimizations that can normally be done with pack-and-send primitives, so it should be used only when needed. This command packs the invoice. buffer-type is either 'ZIPBUFFER' or 'ZIPLETTER', indicating whether we are packing into a buffer (say for a combine or fanout) or a letter (for sends/receives). If one is packing a buffer and has preallocated the buffer space, then len must be set to the size of this allocated buffer space. If the invoice is too large to fit in this buffer space an error occurs. By specifying *ptr = NULL and len = ZIPIGNORE, the pack routine will allocate the space for the buffer based on the size of the invoice to be packed. Alternatively, if a pre-allocated letter is being packed, then pack will fill in the letter by using the invoice. If the letter provided is not large enough then an error will occur. If no pre-allocated letter is available, the pack routine can create one automatically, provided *ptr = IUU. Note that len is ignored when letters are involved, as the size of letters can be determined with Ziplength(); len should always be ZIPlGBORE when packing letters. For either case, z i p p a c k 0 returns the number of bytes that the data from the invoice occupies in the communication space (letter or buffer).
To unpack a letter use int zip-unpack(ZIP-l ¶AILER *mailer, Zip-Invoice *invs int buffer-type, char *ptr);
As in zippack(), inv is the invoice to unpack. 'The buf fer-type parameter indicates the type of' communication space being used; that is, whether we are unpacking a letter (buffer-type = ZIPLETTER) or a buffer (buffer-type = ZIPBUFFER). The parameter ptr is a pointer to the communication space. Unlike zippack(), here we pass a pointer to the communication space, not a pointer to a pointer. The communication space must be freed by the caller after it is unpacked.
The following is an example of how the pack/unpack primitives would be used. This example is a user-defined operation for a collective operation. It sums the elements of a simple matrix. > At times it is useful to know the size (in bytes) that is needed to hold the variables specified by an invoice. zipaizeof invoice() returns the size (in bytes) that the invoice will occupy when packed. We have already used this in the example above.
int zip-sizeof -invoice(ZIP-HAILER *mailer, Zip-Invoice *inv);
Optimization
From the outset of the design of the invoice construct, the idea of achieving optimization was a goal. With the advent of scatter-gather capabilities, Zipcode needed to to be evolved to enable their use. For this reason invoices were constructed with the idea the users should indicate what they want rather than how it should be implemented. This methodology will enable Zipcode to take advantage of special hardware features on platlorms that have them. Importantly, when a code is moved to a system that does not have special features (e.g. a purely message-passing system), Zipcode will compile down to pure messagepassing. This multi-faceted approach to implementing Zipcode follows its original design philosophy. Originally, the CE/RK primitives were the cheapest available primitives for system-level message-passing, and hence the most attractive to build higher-level services like Zipcode. Today, vendor operating systems are likely to provide additional services, which, if used directly in applications, would prove unportable, unmanageable, or too low-level. By using a high level approach Zipcode can take advantage of these features without users modifying their software. Low-level notations cannot hope to achieve this type of optimization, because they do not expose enough semantic information in their instructions.
The following are examples of the kinds of optimization strategies which were envisioned. For pointto-point communications different strategies could be employed for different sized messages. For example, on a Cray T3D an implementation might take advantage of light-weight shared memory primitives for small messages while invoking the block-transfer engine for larger messages. Many vendors are providilrg network capabilities to perform collective reductions and broadcasts. Zipcode implementations could make heuristic runtime decisions on when to use such features.
With vendor implementations of MPI, lighterweight context support will become a reality, and Zip- code-based applications will increase performance either by moving directly to MPI primitives, or by our planned light-weight port of Zipcode that will run on top of MPI. We view this evolution as highly satisfactory, as it will provided portability and performance to our Multicomputer Toolbox libraries. Therefore, no Zipcodebased application or library will suffer in face of the standardization, but will instead benefit almost immediately by it.
Timing Results
In order to determine what overhead was added by this higher level interface, a comparison of sev-
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Figure 5 : Comparison of combine era1 operations was done with the old style Zipcode calls. The current implementation, as was indicated earlier, was layered on top of existing Zipcode primitives. This implies that the results shown should be considered worse-case; a more sophisticated implementation should never perform worse, and, in most cases, perform significantly better. The tests were run on an nCUBE/2 and use a flat communication buffer scheme. For point-to-point communication timings a "round-trip" time was taken for sending a message that contained a double array. This involved packing the communications buffer, sending to an adjacent node, unpacking on that node, repacking, sending back to the initial node and unpacking the message. This represent moving data from user-space to userspace which is what an application or library writer cares about. For the non-overlaid test a copy was done in both cases; in the invoice case this is done by the packsend() routine while in the non-invoice case it was done manually. All of the results presented here are of relative differences between the invoice method and the old buffered method.
The results for the for the non-overlaid test are shown in Figure 3 . The overhead in this test is constant and becomes insignificant for large messages. For the overlaid test only pointer motion is needed (no copy is made). The results of this test are shown in Figure 4 . The overhead in this test was not constant (it grows with the size of the message being passed). This is the result of an extra memory allocation done in the invoice version that can be avoided when the user has direct control of the communications buffer. The final timing result is for a combine. In the invoice case the built-in addition operation is used while in the non-invoice case a hand-written addition routine is used. The differences (see Figure 5) arise from extra memory allocation and deallocation, due to the implementation. If the invoice routines were not layered on top of existing Zipcode primitives, the extra memory management could be eliminated and the overhead would be constant yielding better performance.
Conclusions
The invoice mechanism described in this paper is currently in use in a ground water flow application. The use of invoices decreased the development time by automating the data motion tasks associated with a communications buffer implementation. The userdefined type feature proved valuable in isolating code changes when structures were modified, thereby increasing productivity. In some sense the user-defined types enable an object-oriented approach by defining communication member functions for data-objects. The real impact on performance is hard to determine since there is no identical code to compare against but we see performance that is on-par with codes that have similar computation to communication ratios.
We see the notational abstraction of invoices as helpful in dealing with heterogeneity in multicomputers and distributed computers. Abstraction is also a way to help Zipcode find additional optimizations, rather than a tacit source of inefficiency. We believe t,hat Zipcode implementations will be competitive in performance to tagged message systems whenever vendors make low-level access to their hardware and system calls available to us during our implementation phase.
